Background
==========

Ready, steady, go! As suggested by everyday experience and substantiated by numerous studies, performance can be improved when events are expected. Research on selective attention has examined expectancy effects regarding various perceptual dimensions of the forthcoming task. For instance, in a typical modality cueing task, advance knowledge of the likely modality of the target stimulus is given by a pre-cue \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. The common finding is that on valid trials, in which the target appears in the expected modality, reaction time (RT) is reduced and response accuracy is increased. In contrast, on invalid trials, in which the target appears in an unexpected modality, RT is prolonged and accuracy is reduced \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. Similar effects of pre-cues have been demonstrated for cues regarding stimulus location \[[@B3]\], stimulus color \[[@B4]\], form \[[@B5]\], or features \[[@B6]\]. Beyond the perceptual domain, motor responses have also been found to be affected by expectancies regarding the likely motor response \[[@B7],[@B8]\]. Advance knowledge about the likely motor response improves performance on valid trials, but it impairs performance on invalid trials. Although most laboratory studies have examined the effects of a single particular expectancy, it is far more common in everyday situations that we develop a set of expectancies regarding several dimensions of the forthcoming situation. For example, one can conceive of driving to a stop light that turns from green to yellow as involving the concurrent expectancy to see a red light and the expectancy to hit the brakes. To investigate how different expectancies act together, a number of studies have begun to examine the effects of combined expectancies on performance measures (for a review see \[[@B2]\]). The present study extends this research by assessing expectancy effects with electrophysiological measures.

Early studies have already revealed that expectancy effects are sometimes reduced when combined with other expectancies \[[@B9]-[@B14]\]. For instance, Klein and colleagues \[[@B11],[@B12],[@B15]\] combined spatial cueing with advance knowledge of the target stimulus by presenting one target more frequently than its alternative. Normal spatial cueing effects were observed for the frequent stimulus, with faster responses on valid trials and slower responses on invalid trials. However, spatial cueing effects were absent on trials with the infrequent stimulus: RT was about as long on valid as on invalid trials. Recent research revealed that combined expectancies interact regardless of what specific expectancies are combined, including the combinations of two stimulus-related expectancies \[[@B9],[@B16]\], a stimulus-related expectancy and a response-related expectancy \[[@B2]\], or two response-related expectancies \[[@B16]\]. These findings suggest that *expectancy interaction*results from a rather general mechanism that operates in many situations in which multiple expectancies act together \[[@B2],[@B16]\].

One of the first accounts of combined expectancy effects explained the elimination of spatial cueing effects in conditions with unexpected response requirements in terms of the *spotlight failure hypothesis*\[[@B11]\]. According to spotlight failure, visual attention does not always improve early visual processing, contrary to the hypothesis that attention operates like a spotlight \[[@B3]\]. However, results of Klein and Hansen \[[@B11]\] are also consistent with the alternative *spotlight masking*perspective, which proposes that spatial cueing effects on early perceptual processing do not appear in performance measures because of later processes which are concerned with response processing \[[@B12]\]. This view has been supported by a recent electrophysiological study by Handy, Green, Klein and Mangun \[[@B17]\] who found that early visual potentials were modulated by spatial cueing but not by stimulus-response related expectancies. A similar view was put forward by Kingstone and Klein \[[@B10]\] and Kingstone \[[@B9]\], who focused on the interaction between expectancies regarding different perceptual dimensions of a target stimulus (e.g., form and location). According to Kingstone\'s \[[@B9]\]*crosstalk hypothesis*, the attentional commitment to the possibility that an expectancy will be confirmed depends on the confirmation/disconfirmation of expectancies regarding other perceptual dimensions.

To cover the entire range of expectancy interactions, Mattler \[[@B2],[@B16],[@B18]\] extended and specified the crosstalk hypothesis in terms of the Adjusted Expectancy Model (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). According to this model, there are two effects of expectancies. One is realized prior to target presentation by activating those representations which are related to the processing of the expected event. The other consequence of an expectancy is additional activation of these representations which takes place during target processing. This post-target effect of expectancies can be adjusted corresponding to the confirmation or disconfirmation of other expectancies. More specifically, consider an experiment in which subjects have to respond to a red light or a low pitch tone with a left hand response, and to a green light or a high pitch tone with a right hand response. Prior to target presentation, subjects get a double cue that tells them the likely target stimulus and the likely response. In this case the model assumes that subjects prepare for the cued stimulus modality and the cued response prior to target presentation. After target presentation, the system evaluates the stimulus modality and finds that either the modality of the target corresponds to the expected modality or not. In the case of a confirmed modality expectation, central instances allow further activation of the expected response. This post-target activation leads to facilitated response processing when the response cue is valid, but increased processing difficulties when the response cue is invalid. If target processing reveals that the modality expectation is invalid, however, this result is signaled to central instances which reduce the post-target activation of the expected response. Consequently, when the response cue is valid, the reduced post-target activation of the expected response has the effect that the facilitation of response processing is also reduced. In the case of an invalid response cue, however, reduced post-target response activation leads to reduced difficulties in response processing, resulting in relatively fast and accurate responses \[[@B18]\].

The study on hand presents a test of the Adjusted Expectancy Model. To this end, we combined modality cueing with response cueing and collected both behavioral and electrophysiological measures. In line with previous experiments \[[@B2]\], we used single words that announced the forthcoming stimulus and the required response. Each cue was valid on two out of three trials (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The sequence of events is depicted in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.

Predictions regarding the lateralized readiness potential (LRP)
---------------------------------------------------------------

The time-course of motor activation was assessed by measuring the lateralized readiness potential (LRP). The LRP is derived by averaging the hemispheric asymmetry in event related brain potentials that is obtained in left-hand responses and right-hand responses over the primary motor cortex (for details see \[[@B19]\] and the *Methods*section). The LRP reflects the relative activation of motor cortical areas of the responding hand. It provides a real-time index of selective response activation (for reviews see \[[@B20],[@B21]\]) and has been used to measure the effects of response cues \[[@B22]\]. According to the *Adjusted Expectancy Model*there are two phases of cue-related response activation, before and after target presentation. Because post target activation depends on the validity of modality cues, the initial part of the response activation after target presentation as measured by the LRP should be modulated corresponding to the validity of the modality cue: the LRP of post-target activation of the cued response should continue to increase on trials with valid modality cues because early perceptual processing revealed that perceptual expectancies were confirmed; on trials with invalid modality cues, however, the LRP of post-target activation of the cued response should not increase with the same rate because early perceptual processing disconfirmed perceptual expectancies and signaled to central processing units that the rate of post-target response activation should be reduced \[[@B18]\].

Predictions regarding the N200 component of the ERP
---------------------------------------------------

In addition, we were interested in the control processes which are involved in processing unexpected events. To this end, we examined the effects of combined expectancies on the N200, an ERP component that has been interpreted as a marker of control processes that operate in a variety of situations \[[@B23],[@B24]\]. According to the *Adjusted Expectancy Model*, response activation is increased on trials with valid modality cues due to the confirmation of the perceptual expectancy. This leads to increased activation of the incorrect response on trials with valid modality cues and invalid response cues. In these trials the processing of a correct response should lead to an increased response conflict that should be reflected in a large N200 amplitude \[[@B18]\]. In contrast, the model predicts a much smaller response conflict for trials with two invalid cues, because in these trials early perceptual processing already reveals that perceptual expectancies are violated and terminates post-target response activation. Thus, the model predicts that the N200 amplitude is largest on trials with valid modality cues and invalid response cues, intermediate with two invalid cues, but smallest with two valid cues.

The present study focuses on the electrophysiological responses that are related to expectancy interaction on behavioral measures. Previous research has shown that the extent of expectancy interaction varies between subjects \[[@B2],[@B18]\]. The Adjusted Expectancy Model accounts for inter-individual differences by assuming that the extent of expectancy interaction depends on whether the expectancies are related in the subject\'s internal representations of them. The establishment of an internal relationship between expectancies might be induced by explicit instructions, derived implicitly, or generated by subjects because of prior experience or individual dispositions. One way to modulate the interaction between expectancy effects is to use separated or integrated cues \[[@B2],[@B16]\]: When expectancies are induced by integrated cues, which may consist of two physically connected visual features, expectancy effects frequently interact. In contrast, when cues consist of two separable parts, like a word and an arrow, expectancy effects remain largely independent. The present experiment used integrated cues to induce expectancy interaction. Because this study focuses on the physiological responses to expectancy interaction, only those subjects that showed expectancy interaction on behavioral measures were included in the present study (see Methods).

Results
=======

Behavioral results
------------------

### RT

RTs were shorter (359 msec) to valid response cues than to invalid response cues (434 msec; [F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 152.9, [p]{.ul} \< .001). The validity of the modality cue also had a significant effect on RT, with 370 and 424 msec for valid and invalid cues, respectively ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 28.3, [p]{.ul} \< .001). The interaction of modality cueing and response cueing was significant ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 93.3, [p]{.ul} \< .001). As Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows, the effect of response cues was reduced in trials with invalid modality cues (47 msec) as compared to trials with valid modality cues (103 msec). Follow-up tests (bonferroni-corrected critical p-value = .0083) revealed that RT was shortest with two valid cues, when compared to invalid modality cues and valid response cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 44.5, [p]{.ul} \< .001), when compared to valid modality cues and invalid response cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 228.6, [p]{.ul} \< .001), and also when compared to two invalid cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 85.0, [p]{.ul} \< .001). RT was shorter with valid modality cues and invalid response cues than with two invalid cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 9.4, [p]{.ul} = .007) but not significantly longer than with invalid modality cues and valid response cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 5.2, [p]{.ul} = .036). Finally, in conditions with invalid modality cues, RT was shorter with valid than with invalid response cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 49.9, [p]{.ul} \< .001).

### Errors

Errors occurred on 3.8% of the trials. Mean error rates were significantly affected by the validity of the response cue, with means of 2.4% and 5.1% for valid and invalid response cues, respectively ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 30.0, [p]{.ul} \< .001). The validity of the modality cue had no significant effect on error rates ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) \< 1, [p]{.ul} = .38). However, the interaction of modality cue and response cue was significant ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 34.1, [p]{.ul} \< .001), indicating that the effect of the response cue was reduced in trials with invalid modality cues (1.2 %) as compared to trials with valid modality cues (4.3 %). Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows mean error rates for each condition. Follow-up tests (bonferroni-corrected critical p-value = .0083) revealed that responses were most accurate with two valid cues, when compared to invalid modality cues and valid response cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 23.1, [p]{.ul} \< .001), when compared to valid modality cues and invalid response cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 53.1, [p]{.ul} \< .001), and also when compared to two invalid cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 30.0, [p]{.ul} \< .001). Error rates in the condition with valid modality cues and invalid response cues were marginally larger than in the condition with invalid modality cues and valid response cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 8.8, [p]{.ul} = .009), and also only marginally larger than in the condition with two invalid cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 4.1, [p]{.ul} = .059). Finally, with invalid modality cues, error rates did not differ significantly between conditions with valid and invalid response cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 17) = 3.4, [p]{.ul} = .083).

ERP results
-----------

### LRP

Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the grand average of stimulus-locked LRPs for each of the four conditions beginning 750 ms before target onset. Visual inspection of stimulus-locked LRPs shows that *prior to target onset*the LRP was biased by response cue validity: on trials with valid response cues the LRP was biased towards negative values which corresponds to an activation of the correct response hand, whereas trials with invalid response cues produced positive values in the LRP, corresponding to increased activation of the incorrect response hand. *After target onset*, these effects of response cues were modulated by the validity of modality cues. Response cueing effects on the LRP were increased on trials with valid modality cues, but decreased on trials with invalid modality cues, both with valid and with invalid response cues.

Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the grand average of response-locked LRPs for each of the four conditions. Visual inspection shows that the temporal interval from the onset of correct response-locked LRPs to the point in time when the response key was closed (t = 0) was longer on trials with invalid as compared to trials with valid response cues.

These observations were corroborated by statistical analyses. First, on trials with *invalid response cues*, the LRP reached positive values that differed significantly from zero prior to target presentation in the time interval -32 to 0 msec, both with valid ([t]{.ul}(17) = 3.6, [p]{.ul} \< .01, two-sided) and invalid modality cues ([t]{.ul}(17) = 2.4, [p]{.ul} \< .03, two-sided). After target onset, these response cueing effects were still observed in the time interval 68 to 100 msec after target onset with valid ([t]{.ul}(17) = 4.0, [p]{.ul} \< .01, two-sided) and invalid modality cues ([t]{.ul}(17) = 3.1, [p]{.ul} \< .01, two-sided). In both intervals the LRPs in conditions with valid and invalid modality cues did not differ significantly ([t]{.ul}(17) = 1.2, [p]{.ul} = .24, two-sided; [t]{.ul}(17) = 0.3, [p]{.ul} = .78, two-sided; respectively). In the time interval 108 to 140 msec after target onset, the LRP maintained significantly above zero with valid ([t]{.ul}(17) = 7.5, [p]{.ul} \< .01, two-sided) and invalid modality cues ([t]{.ul}(17) = 2.7, [p]{.ul} \< .02, two-sided). Most importantly, corresponding to the prediction of the model this incorrect activation increased significantly from the interval 68--100 msec to the interval 108--140 msec after target onset when modality cues were valid ([t]{.ul}(17) = 2.0, [p]{.ul} = .03, one-sided) but not when modality cues were invalid ([t]{.ul}(17) = 0.6, [p]{.ul} = .58, two-sided). As a consequence, in the interval 108 to 140 msec after target presentation the LRP was significantly more positive with valid compared to invalid modality cues ([t]{.ul}(17) = 2.0, [p]{.ul} = .03, one-sided).

Second, on trials with *valid response cues*, the LRP reached negative values that differed significantly from zero in the time interval -32 to 0 msec before target onset with valid and invalid modality cues ([t]{.ul}(17) = -3.4, [p]{.ul} \< .01, and [t]{.ul}(17) = -2.9, [p]{.ul} \< .01, respectively, two-sided), and also in the time interval 68 to 100 msec after target onset ([t]{.ul}(17) = -6.3, [p]{.ul} \< .001, and [t]{.ul}(17) = -3.9, [p]{.ul} = .001, respectively, two-sided). In both intervals the LRPs in conditions with valid and invalid modality cues did not differ significantly ([t]{.ul}(17) = -0.1, p = .92, two-sided; [t]{.ul}(17) = -0.3, [p]{.ul} = .74, two-sided). Corresponding the predictions, the correct (negative) activity increased significantly with valid modality cues between the interval 68 to 100 msec and the interval 108 to 140 msec ([t]{.ul}(17) = 4.1, [p]{.ul} = .001, two-sided) but not with invalid modality cues ([t]{.ul}(17) = 0.7, [p]{.ul} = .48, two-sided). However, 108 to 140 msec after target presentation the correct activity remained significantly below zero with invalid modality cues ([t]{.ul}(17) = -3.8, [p]{.ul} = .001, two-sided). Moreover, in the interval 108 to 140 msec after target onset the correct activity increased with valid as compared to invalid modality cues ([t]{.ul}(17) = -2.6, [p]{.ul} = .021, two-sided). Note that the same pattern of findings is obtained when we eliminate the response cue induced offset at the point of target presentation.

### Onset latencies of stimulus- and response-locked LRPs

Statistical analysis of the onset latency of correct stimulus-locked LRPs revealed a significant main effect of modality cueing, with 166 and 222 msec for valid and invalid modality cues, respectively ([F]{.ul}~[c]{.ul}~(1, 17) = 25.9, p \< .001). The interaction of modality cueing and response cueing was also significant ([F]{.ul}~[c]{.ul}~(1, 17) = 18.4, [p]{.ul} \< .001). Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows a large effect of response cues of 98 msec on trials with valid modality cues ([F]{.ul}~[c]{.ul}~(1, 17) = 31.0, [p]{.ul} \< .001), and a reversed response cueing effect of -40 msec in trials with invalid modality cues which did not reach significance ([F]{.ul}~[c]{.ul}~(1, 17) = 1.9, p = .19). Stimulus locked LRP onset latency was slightly earlier on trials with invalid modality cues and invalid response cues (202 msec) than with valid modality cues and invalid response cues (215 msec), however, this effect did not reach significance ([F]{.ul}~[c]{.ul}~(1, 17) \< 1, [p]{.ul} = .44).

Statistical analysis of the onset latencies of response-locked LPRs revealed a marginally significant effect of response cue validity ([F]{.ul}~[c]{.ul}~(1, 17) = 3.8, [p]{.ul} = .069). Mean LRP-R intervals were shorter for trials with validly (-142 msec) as compared to invalidly cued responses (-164 msec). No other effect reached significance with any threshold ([F]{.ul}~[c]{.ul}~\< 2.7, [p]{.ul} \> .12 in all other cases). Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows the mean LRP-R intervals for each condition.

### N200

The left column of Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} shows the grand average waveforms of the three frontal electrodes and the midline electrodes for each of the four conditions. Because the N200 was superimposed on a large positive wave, we examined the N200 after the application of a 3 Hz high-pass filter (right column of Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). The ERPs at frontal sites were characterized by an initial negativity at about 80 msec followed by a steep positive deflection peaking at about 170 msec and a further negative wave with a maximum at about 230 msec (N200). The N200 showed clear cue related effects that were smallest for validly cued targets and largest for targets preceded by a valid modality cue but invalid response cue. The amplitude of the N200 was defined as the amplitude of the largest peak in the time interval between 160 and 320 msec after target onset at the three frontal electrode positions (F3, Fz and F4). The statistical analysis revealed a significant effect of response cue validity ([F]{.ul}(1, 13) = 54.7, [p]{.ul} \< .001) with means of -2.3 μV and -4.1 μV for valid and invalid response cues, respectively. The effect of response cue validity differed across electrode positions ([F]{.ul}(2, 26) = 4.9, [p]{.ul} = .028). Separate tests revealed that response cueing effects were significant at each of the three electrode positions ([F]{.ul}(1, 13) \> 45, [p]{.ul} \< .001 in all cases). The response cueing effect -- determined as the difference between N200 amplitude on trials with invalid and valid response cues -- was significantly smaller at F3 than at Fz ([t]{.ul}(13) = 4.2, [p]{.ul} = .001) with means of -1.6 μV and -2.1 μV, respectively (see Figure [9A](#F9){ref-type="fig"}).

Of most importance, however, is the significant interaction between modality cueing and response cueing ([F]{.ul}(1, 13) = 60.8, [p]{.ul} \< .001). This interaction did not vary with electrode position ([F]{.ul}(2, 26) \< 1, [p]{.ul} = .77). Therefore, the following analysis focused on electrode Fz. Figure [9B](#F9){ref-type="fig"} shows that the N200 amplitude was modulated by response cueing to a greater extent when modality cues were valid than when they were invalid. The largest N200 peak amplitude was elicited in conditions with valid modality cues and invalid response cues, and the smallest N200 amplitude occurred in conditions with two valid cues. This was confirmed by statistical analyses of the amplitudes in the different conditions. The N200 amplitude was increased in conditions with valid modality cues and invalid response cues relative to the condition with two valid cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 13) = 83.3, [p]{.ul} \< .001), the condition with invalid modality and valid response cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 13) = 50.4, [p]{.ul} \< .001), and relative to the condition with two invalid cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 13) = 17.7, [p]{.ul} = .001). The N200 amplitude was reduced with two valid cues when compared to the condition with invalid modality and valid response cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 13) = 8.9, [p]{.ul} = .011), and also when compared to the condition with two invalid cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 13) = 12.7, [p]{.ul} = .004). Finally, the N200 amplitude was larger in the condition with two invalid cues than in the condition with invalid modality and valid response cues ([F]{.ul}(1, 13) = 6.4, [p]{.ul} = .025). Analyses of the N200 peak latency (filtered and unfiltered) revealed no significant effect of any experimental variable ([F]{.ul} \< 2.8, [p]{.ul} \> .1 in all cases).

The topography of the N200 220 ms after target onset in Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} shows two effects. A similar frontocentral negativity was observed in the condition with valid modality cues and invalid response cues, irrespective of which condition was used for comparison. In addition, a parietal negativity was found in the condition with two invalid cues when compared to the condition with two valid cues.

Discussion
==========

This study employed electrophysiological measures to test predictions derived from the *Adjusted Expectancy Model*which attempts to account for combined expectancy effects \[[@B18]\]. We examined two electrophysiological measures to study neurophysiological effects of the combination of modality cueing and response cueing: the LRP as a real-time index for response activation, and the amplitude of the frontal N200 component as a signature for processes related to conflict processing. The Adjusted Expectancy Model predicts a specific time course of the LRP after target presentation: With valid modality cues, the initial part of the LRP should show an increase of the response cue-related activity; with invalid modality cues, however, the initial part of the LRP should show no such increase of the response cue-related activity. For the N200 amplitude, the model predicts that the effect of response cues is modulated by the validity of modality cues. Therefore, the largest conflict and the largest N200 amplitude was predicted for the case of valid modality cues and invalid response cues, an intermediate amplitude for two invalid cues, and the smallest amplitude for two valid cues.

Behavioral findings are in line with those of previous experiments which showed larger response cueing effects in trials with valid rather than invalid perceptual cues \[[@B2],[@B11],[@B12]\]. Measures of the LRP confirmed the prediction of the Adjusted Expectancy Model by showing that the effect of both valid and invalid response cues on motor activation increased with valid modality cues when compared to the LRP with invalid modality cues. Analyses of the N200 peak amplitude also confirmed the prediction of the model by showing the largest N200 amplitude on trials with valid modality cues and invalid response cues, and a smaller N200 amplitude on trials with two invalid cues. With two valid cues the N200 amplitude was smallest, but it was medium sized with invalid modality cues and valid response cues. These findings support the view that the validity of early level expectancies can affect the processing at later levels via an adjustment of the support of late level expectancy effects \[[@B9],[@B10],[@B12]\] as suggested by the Adjusted Expectancy Model \[[@B18]\].

How persuasive are the LRP-effects?
-----------------------------------

In conditions with *valid response cues*the LRP after target onset showed an early lateralization towards the correct hand (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The time course of this correct lateralization was modulated by the validity of modality cues. With valid modality cues, correct lateralization increased continuously. With invalid modality cues, however, the lateralization remained at a low level that was nevertheless significantly below zero. These findings correspond to the predictions of the Adjusted Expectancy Model that response related expectancies receive further support after target presentation in trials with valid modality cues, but not in trials with invalid modality cues. However, this time course of the LRP is also consistent with the alternative view that subjects are especially efficient in processing on trials with two valid cues.

The findings from *invalid response cues*, however, provide important support for the Adjusted Expectancy Model but not for accounts that assume prolonged target processing in conditions with invalid modality cues. The time course of the LRP after target onset shows that the incorrect response was activated to a greater degree with valid modality cues than with invalid modality cues. In addition, the latency of correct response activation conflicts with the view that invalid modality cues simply prolong target processing because the latency of correct response activation was not different in trials with valid and invalid modality cues.

The literature points to a limitation of the interpretation of LRP measures which results from the fact that the LRP reflects a mixture of preparation-related and execution-related activations \[[@B25]\]. As one consequence, the activation of the incorrect response in the LRP could result from partially activated responses \[[@B19]\]. In the present case, however, our conclusions would hold even when modality cues affect the proportion of partial response error rates. This is because the model distinguishes between preparatory activation prior to target presentation and additional activation which follows after target presentation. Regarding the later activation it simply predicts that valid modality cues lead to an increase of response activation which should be seen in the LRP amplitude and also in an increased error rate when response cues are invalid. Whether or not incorrect activation triggers an erroneous response depends on response threshold, and the question how preparation- and execution-related activation relate to each other is not addressed by the model. Because we found both, effects in the LRP amplitudes and in the error rates, we conclude that our data support the model.

One attempt to assess the contribution of preparation-related and execution-related effects consists in the separate analysis of stimulus- and response-locked LRPs \[[@B22],[@B25],[@B28]\]. In the present study, analyses of the onset of correct stimulus-locked LRPs revealed that latencies were modulated by the interaction of modality and response cue validity: a large effect of response cue validity in trials with valid modality cues was reversed in trials with invalid modality cues. These effects of modality cueing and response cueing on stimulus-locked LRP latencies do not fit precisely to the pattern of effects observed in behavioral measures of RT. This discrepancy corresponds to findings of neurophysiological and psychophysiological studies of response preparation which report response cueing effects at a motor level which are only weakly related to response speed effects of response cues \[[@B26],[@B27]\]. On the other hand, however, there have been reports of response cueing effects at late levels of the motor system in the spinal cord \[[@B26]\]. To assess the contribution of late level response activation effects we conducted an analysis of response-locked LRP latencies which revealed longer latencies with invalid as compared to valid response cue conditions. Taking these late level effects of response cueing into account, the pattern of expectancy interaction which we observed in behavioral measures (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) can be approximated by a combination of the more preparation-related effects of modality and response cueing, and the more execution-related effects of response cueing (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). To sum up, outcomes suggest that measures of the LRP provide a useful approach to test the predictions of the Adjusted Expectancy Model.

Lateralized N200 related to response inhibition
-----------------------------------------------

The N200 amplitude increased with invalid as compared to valid response cues, predominately over the right hemisphere. This finding is consistent with previous findings which suggest that increased N200 amplitudes are related to the inhibition of a likely response \[[@B29]-[@B34]\]. The lateralization of the response cueing effect suggests that the processes related to response inhibition have been right lateralized in the present study. This finding corresponds to a recent literature review of data from neuroimaging studies and human lesion mapping which concludes that inhibitory processes are most often related to the right frontal cortex \[[@B35]\].

Central N200 related to conflict processing
-------------------------------------------

The model proposes that the activation of the cued response is increased in conditions with valid modality cues. This prediction was confirmed by measures of the LRP which showed that the activation of the cued response continued after target presentation when modality cues were valid rather than invalid irrespective of response cue validity. The N200 amplitude increased from the condition with two valid cues, over the condition with invalid modality and valid response cues, and conditions with two invalid cues. The largest N200 amplitude, however, was found with valid modality and invalid response cues. This pattern of results corresponds to the predictions derived from the Adjusted Expectancy Model.

Interestingly, the interaction of modality cueing and response cueing on the N200 amplitude did not vary with electrode position. Therefore, this interaction might reflect the operation of a more general control process possibly related to conflict-monitoring \[[@B36]\]. A conflict-monitoring interpretation of our finding is backed by the topography of the N200 amplitude effect and the fact that the largest N200 amplitude was found in the condition in which both the error rates and the incorrect response activation as measured by LRP amplitudes were maximal. The activation reflected in the N200 has been linked to a source in the medial frontal cortex \[[@B23],[@B24],[@B36]\]. The source of the N200 has been located in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) by dipole analyses \[[@B24]\] and a comparison of the variables that modulate both, ACC activity and the amplitude of the N200 \[[@B37]\]. According to a recent theory proposed by Carter and colleagues \[[@B24],[@B38],[@B39]\], the ACC is activated in response to conflict occurring between incompatible streams of information processing. This view accounts for numerous findings of increased ACC activity (and increased amplitudes of the N200) in conditions with increased response conflict (for a recent review see \[[@B39]\]).

In addition to the response cueing effects on the N200 amplitude, the present study showed significant modality cueing effects on the N200 amplitude. In conditions with valid response cues, the N200 amplitude was larger in trials with invalid than with valid modality cues. Because it seems unlikely that valid response cues induce a response conflict, this finding rather suggests that the N200 amplitude is also sensitive to perceptual sources of conflict. Numerous studies have provided evidence for the view that the N200 amplitude \[[@B24]\] and the ACC are sensitive to conflicts at the motor level. Only recently, findings from imaging studies suggested that there are additional sources of conflict. ACC activation was increased when conflict was induced by unexpected error feedback in a Wisconsin Card Sorting Task \[[@B40]\], and when subjects were reading stories that did not form an integrated narrative \[[@B41]\]. In addition, several studies found increased activation of ACC in response to perceptual conflict induced by the task-irrelevant global shape of a two-level stimulus in the global-local task \[[@B42]\], or by the irrelevant meaning of a word in the Stroop color-naming task \[[@B43]\]. Thus, the present finding of a modality cueing effect on the N200 amplitude contributes electrophysiological evidence to the view that the medial frontal cortex is generally activated in response to conflict occurring between incompatible streams of information processing \[[@B24],[@B36],[@B38],[@B39]\].

Conclusion
==========

The present study examined the neurophysiology of combined expectancy effects when modality cueing was combined with response cueing. Expectancy effects on the LRP and the N200 amplitude are consistent with the predictions derived from the Adjusted Expectancy Model. When modality cues were valid, the activation of the expected response was increased leading to facilitated responses when the response cue was valid, but to increased conflict when the response cue was invalid. These findings support the view that expectancy effects which are related to relatively late levels of processing are adjusted online in response to the confirmation or disconfirmation of an expectancy related to relatively early levels of processing \[[@B9],[@B10],[@B12],[@B18]\]. Analyses of the N200 amplitude suggest that different prefrontal processes contribute to this ERP component, including processes related to inhibition and to conflict-monitoring.

Methods
=======

Subjects
--------

Forty-four students from the University of Magdeburg participated in the experiment, 32 of them finished the screening session with less than 10 per cent errors, and 23 of this group showed expectancy interaction on measures of RT. The analysis of response-locked LRPs revealed an LRP in 18 subjects from this group (12 women, and 6 men) with 19 to 32 years of age (M = 23.1). The exclusion of trials with vertical eye-movements yielded a subgroup of 14 subjects for the N200 analyses. All subjects reported to be right-handed. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and none reported to have problems with color discrimination. All were naive as to the purposes of the experiment, and none had participated in a similar experiment before. Subjects took part in three 1-hr sessions and each received course credit or monetary compensation for participation. The study protocol had been approved by the local ethics committee.

Task
----

In a two alternative choice reaction time task, subjects responded either to the color of a square, or to the pitch of a tone by pressing one of two keys with the index finger of their left and right hand. Pre-cues presented before the target stimulus indicated the likely stimulus modality of the target and the likely response required.

Stimuli
-------

Visual stimuli were presented in the center of the monitor as light-on-black images. Cues were the German words \"Rot\", \"Grün\", \"Hoch\", and \"Tief\" (Engl. red, green, high, and low). The word \"red\" (\"low\") cued the visual (auditory) modality as well as the response with the left hand. The word \"green\" (\"high\") cued the visual (auditory) modality as well as the response with the right hand (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Cues were presented in the center of the monitor for 1000 msec in white color subtending between 2° and 4° of visual angle. Visual targets were color squares subtending about 3.4° visual angle in red or green presented for 100 msec. Auditory targets were presented in double mono over two loudspeakers located 1° of visual angle on the left and right of the visual target. The speakers were hidden from view to prevent subjects from focusing their attention on a particular speaker. Tones of 1500 Hz or 300 Hz were presented for 100 msec. Error feedback was given by presenting the word \"FALSCH\" (Engl. wrong) subtending about 5.3° visual angle in yellow for 1000 ms.

Design
------

A 2 × 2 repeated measures design was used with the two independent variables *modality cue*and *response cue*, each varying on two levels (valid vs. invalid). Dependent behavioral measures were RT and percentage errors. For every participant, a left (right) hand response was required by a red (green) signal or by a low (high) pitch. Each level of modality cue was combined with each level of response cue. Each target was preceded by each combination of modality cue and response cue, and all targets were equally frequent. Each cue was valid in 66 per cent of the trials and invalid in 33 per cent of the trials. Cue validity was realized by having more trials with valid cues than with invalid cues. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} gives the relative frequency of each of the four cue combinations for the example of a red target. The first session was considered practice, and the data of this session was not further analyzed. In the following two experimental sessions a practice block was followed by 12 Blocks of 60 trials in each session comprising 80 replications in each of the two most infrequent conditions with visual and auditory targets, respectively. Note that factors like target stimuli (red, green, and high, or low tone), session, and trial block varied orthogonally within the 2 × 2 design. However, the data were pooled across these factors to get a reliable estimate in conditions with small numbers of trials, and the analysis was restricted to the two relevant factors of this experiment -- modality cue and response cue.

Procedure
---------

Subjects were tested individually in three sessions on separate days. They sat in a silent, sparsely illuminated room and viewed the computer monitor at a distance of about 80 cm. Subjects were informed about the validity of both aspects of the cue. They were instructed to keep their eyes on the fixation cross throughout the trial, to attend to and use the cues, and to respond to the target stimulus as quickly as possible without making too many errors. The sequence of events is given in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Trials started with the cue presented for 1000 msec, followed by a fixation point for 1000 msec. Then the visual warning signal appeared for 500 msec and the target stimulus followed for 100 msec. Visual stimuli served as targets in half of the trials, auditory stimuli in the other half. Responses were given by pressing a response key with the left or right index finger. The computer monitored for a response within 1450 msec after target onset. In case of a wrong response, feedback was given after this period, followed by a rest of 1500 msec. The next trial started after 1000 msec.

Data recording and analysis
---------------------------

During the accomplishment of the experimental task the electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded from 30 electrodes including all 19 standard locations of the 10--20 System \[[@B44]\] with tin electrodes mounted in an elastic cap relative to a reference electrode placed on the left mastoid. Bipolar recordings of vertical and horizontal EOGs were made from sites above and below the left eye, and the right and left external canthi. Electrode impedance was maintained below 5 kOhm for all electrodes. The electrophysiological signals were amplified with a bandpass from 0.53 to 70 Hz with a digitization rate of 250 Hz using Schwarzer amplifiers and Brainlab recording software (O.S.G. bvba Brainlab, Rumst, Belgium). No digital filtering was applied to the signals.

### LRP analyses

Stimulus-locked LRP waveforms were calculated from the EEG recordings at sites C3\' and C4\' in the epoch starting -748 msec prior to target onset and ending 1300 msec after target onset, after rejection of trials with artifacts. The average baseline activity in the epoch -748 msec to -648 msec prior to target onset was subtracted from every waveform. Note that the activity prior to cue onset was used as a baseline instead of the activity prior to target onset because the later waveforms were modulated by the cueing effects. Trials containing horizontal eye movements were removed (hEOG amplitude-range \> 100 μV). To calculate LRPs, for each correct trial the activity on the side ipsilateral to the responding hand was subtracted from the activity contralateral to the side of the responding hand: i.e. for right hand responses C3\' -- C4\', for left hand responses C4\' -- C3\' was calculated \[[@B19],[@B22]\]. These difference waveforms were then averaged over trials with left and right hand responses. A positive deflection of the LRP reflects activation of the incorrect response and a negative deflection activation of the correct response. Response-locked LRPs were similarly calculated in the epoch starting -1648 msec prior to the response and ending 400 msec after the response. For response-locked LRPs, the baseline was defined as the epoch -1648 msec to -1548 msec prior to the response. The effects on stimulus-locked LRP amplitudes were quantified as mean amplitude in three time intervals, -32 to 0 msec, 68--100 msec and 108--140 msec after target onset. LRP onset latencies were analyzed using a jackknife-based method \[[@B45]\] and F-values were corrected according to the proposal of Ulrich and Miller \[[@B46]\]: F~c~= F/(1-n)^2^with Fc denoting the corrected F-value and n the number of participants. As recommended by Miller et al. \[[@B45]\], the onset of stimulus locked LRPs was determined as the point in time where 50% of the LRP peak was exceeded, and in addition by using a fixed threshold of -1 μV. LRP-R intervals were determined by using a 90% threshold and the same fixed threshold. Analyses with the fixed 1 μV threshold are reported but the other analyses revealed a similar pattern of results.

### N200 analyses

Regular stimulus-locked waveforms were also calculated from the EEG recordings at all electrode sites in the same epochs starting -748 msec prior to target onset and ending 1300 msec after target onset, after rejection of trials with artifacts. Again, the average baseline activity in the epoch -748 msec to -648 msec prior to target onset was subtracted from every waveform. For the regular ERPs, both trials containing horizontal and trials containing vertical eye movements were removed (EOG amplitude-range \> 100 μV). We quantified the N200 effects after the application of a 3 Hz high-pass filter as the negative peak amplitude and latency in the time interval between 160 and 320 msec after target onset on the three frontal electrodes F3, Fz and F4. To examine the topography of the N200 effect in the condition with valid modality cues and invalid response cues (MvRi), we compared this condition to the condition with two valid cues (MvRv) by subtracting the MvRv condition from the MvRi condition. To assess whether the topography depends on the condition which is subtracted we repeated this calculation with the two other conditions MiRv and MiRi.

### Statistical analysis

Choice RTs were summarized by means, determined for correct trials per subject and condition, excluding post-error trials \[[@B47]\]. RT and arc-sine transformed choice error rates as well as the ERP data were analyzed by a 2 × 2 repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with factors modality cue and response cue. All reported p-values are based on Geisser-Greenhouse corrected degrees of freedom, while, for the sake of readability, the stated degrees of freedom are uncorrected.
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![**Illustration of the architecture of the Adjusted Expectancy Model**. Two identical stages, each consisting of two competitive units of alternative representations, are connected in series. Cues are interpreted in central units leading to increased activation of the corresponding representation at perceptual and motor stages of processing. Target stimuli activate their representations at the perceptual stage. When the target activates the representation that was activated by the cue, central units are informed (dotted line) to provide additional activation for the cued representations at the motor stage. When the target and the cue activate different representations at the perceptual stage, central units are informed to reduce the additional activation of the cued representation at the motor stage. Expectancy interaction occurs because the evaluation of perceptual expectancies modulates post-target activation of motor representations. Note, excitatory links end with an arrow, and inhibitory links end with a dot. Only examples of essential links are included to illustrate the basic principles of the model (see \[18\]).](1471-2202-7-37-1){#F1}

![**Combination of modality cueing and response cueing by word cues**. In each trial, a simple word was presented as a cue carrying two pieces of information: the likely stimulus modality of the target, and the likely response required. For each target stimulus four possible combinations of valid and invalid information regarding stimulus modality and response occurred with unequal frequencies. Word cues are given here for the example of a red target stimulus which required a left hand response. n = frequency of each combination. English translations of the German words are provided.](1471-2202-7-37-2){#F2}

![Schematic diagram of the sequence of events in the experiment](1471-2202-7-37-3){#F3}

![**Performance measures as a function of the combination of modality cueing and response cueing**. **A**, reaction time. Error bars show twice the mean standard error of RTs of single trials for each condition, calculated for each subject and then averaged across subjects. **B**, choice error rates.](1471-2202-7-37-4){#F4}

![**Stimulus-locked lateralized readiness potentials as a function of the combination of modality cueing and response cueing**. Valid modality cues and valid response cues (blue line), valid modality cues and invalid response cues (red line), invalid modality cues and valid response cues (green line), invalid modality cues and invalid response cues (yellow line). At t = 0 the target stimulus was presented. The baseline for this analysis consisted in the activity in the interval -748 to -648 ms before target presentation. The three grey fields mark the time intervals over which the cueing effects on the LRP were analyzed.](1471-2202-7-37-5){#F5}

![**Response-locked lateralized readiness potentials as a function of the combination of modality cueing and response cueing**. At t = 0 the response was measured with the response key. The baseline for this analysis consisted in the activity in the interval -1648 to -1548 ms before the response.](1471-2202-7-37-6){#F6}

![**LRP onset latencies as a function of the combination of modality cueing and response cueing**. **A**, onset latency of correct stimulus-locked LRPs (S-LRP). **B**, onset latency of response-locked LRPs (LRP-R).](1471-2202-7-37-7){#F7}

![**Stimulus-locked grand average waveforms as a function of the combination of modality cueing and response cueing**. *Left column*, unfiltered grand averages at frontal and midline electrodes. *Right column*, 3 Hz high-pass filtered grand averages. At t = 0 the target stimulus was presented.](1471-2202-7-37-8){#F8}

![**Effects on N200 amplitude**. **A**, effects of response cues on the N200 peak amplitude at the three frontal electrode positions. **B**, cueing effects on N200 peak amplitude at electrode Fz as a function of modality cueing and response cueing.](1471-2202-7-37-9){#F9}

![**Topography N200 amplitude**. Topography of N200 peak amplitude 220 ms after target onset based on high-pass filtered data as a function of modality cueing and response cueing. Each map shows a specific difference between two conditions. Mv = valid modality cue, Mi = invalid modality cue, Rv = valid response cue, Ri = invalid response cue.](1471-2202-7-37-10){#F10}
